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Abstract In the era of digitalization, businesses seek new methods to improve security without sacrificing user 

experience, which has led to the use of multi-authentication in mobile applications. However, incorporating 

location-based authentication into mobile apps presents hurdles, particularly for large enterprises in various 

operating contexts. The key difficulty is the large size of machine learning (ML) models necessary for 

authentication, which makes over-the-air (OTA) downloads impractical owing to bandwidth and storage 

limitations. Furthermore, real-time authentication may fail in instances involving shared devices or unstable 

network access. To overcome these problems, we offer a location-based authentication method that tailors ML 

models to various working environments. Organizations can streamline authentication processes and reduce the 

need for extensive OTA downloads by training models with employee data that are specific to particular 

regions. This solution provides advantages such as offline biometric authentication and configurable 

capabilities, paving the road for organizations to embrace facial authentication while assuring security, 

scalability, and user convenience. By embracing such creative solutions, firms may protect sensitive data while 

providing employees seamless access to critical resources. 
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Introduction  

In today's digital landscape, enterprises increasingly seek new solutions to improve security while maintaining 

seamless user experiences in their mobile applications. One such initiative is integrating facial authentication 

features to improve employee access across several company systems. However, implementing face 

identification in a mobile application presents multiple obstacles, especially when firms have a large workforce 

or operate in varied business contexts. 

One of the main issues is the sheer size of the machine learning (ML) models required to enable facial 

authentication¹ for many employees. With hundreds or even thousands of people to account for, the ML model 

can quickly grow in size, frequently reaching multiple gigabytes (GB) of data. This provides a logistical 

challenge, especially for over-the-air (OTA) downloads to mobile devices. The sheer volume of data necessary 

makes it impracticable to store and update the model on each individual device, placing significant demands on 

bandwidth and storage capacity, with adaptation to the internet² playing a vital role in setting future trajectories. 

Furthermore, face authentication's usefulness in studying the growing landscape of IoT applications³ may be 

endangered in some workplace scenarios, such as shared devices or areas with unreliable network connectivity. 

Biometric authentication⁴ methods may not be reliable when multiple employees utilize the same device or 

access applications from different places. Ambient illumination conditions, device orientation, and network 

availability can all contribute to unpredictability and underscores the critical role of robust data collection 

mechanisms⁵ to reduce the reliability of real-time authentication operations. Addressing these issues demands 

novel solutions that balance security, scalability, and user convenience. Organizations can reduce the load of 

model distribution and maintenance on mobile devices by investigating other methods of ML model 

deployment, such as cloud-based inference or edge computing. Exploiting contextual data⁶, such as geolocation 
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or device usage habits, can improve the accuracy and adaptability of authentication procedures, resulting in 

effective security measures adapted to specific business scenarios. 

In today's changing mobile security and authentication world, enterprises must manage difficult trade-offs 

between technology capabilities, user privacy concerns, and regulatory compliance. Organizations can establish 

robust authentication systems that effectively safeguard sensitive data while providing employees with 

frictionless access to critical business resources by proactively addressing the challenges outlined above and 

adopting proposed technologies, which will also help in data breach at any specific location. 

 

Problem Statement 

If an organization would like to provide face authentication capability to all its employees using their 

applications, having this functionality work in a mobile application will be a daunting task. Machine learning 

models with thousands of employees will have high memory consumption (in GBs) of data, which will not be 

possible to keep on the device and update the model for each new employee. If authentication is provided in 

real-time, then authentication may only work if the device is offline or in a good network.  

• The ML Model for all employees (assuming 100+ employees) will be large in size (with high GBs) for 

OTA downloads.  

• Business location-based authentication for employees for shared devices. 

 

Literature Survey  

Recent research has focused on location-based access to shared devices due to its potential to improve security 

and user experience in various organizational⁷ premises. Several studies have examined the obstacles and 

opportunities of deploying location-based authentication systems, especially when employees use shared 

devices. 

Kenteris et al. (2007) describe an innovative mobile electronic tourist guide application⁸ with location-

based services, multimedia content, and user interaction capabilities. The app provides a dynamic and 

engaging platform for discovering points of interest, historical sites, and cultural landmarks. The use of 

context-aware computing allows the program to adapt to users' preferences, interests, and current 

circumstances, providing tailored recommendations and information. Overall, the study highlights mobile 

technology's disruptive impact on the tourism industry, providing tourists with convenient access to 

information and improving their overall travel experience. 

Bertino and Kirkpatrick's (2009) research focuses on the fundamental principles and difficulties 

underlying location-aware authentication and access control⁹. The study sheds light on the challenges and 

potential associated with using location information for authentication and access control in various 

computing contexts. The authors emphasize the necessity of addressing privacy concerns, guaranteeing data 

integrity, and minimizing potential security vulnerabilities found in location-aware authentication systems. 

Overall, the study emphasizes the importance of adding location-based factors into authentication and access 

control frameworks to navigate the complex landscape of security and privacy in current computer 

environments. 

Jaros and Kuchta (2010) investigate unique location-based authentication¹⁰ strategies for developing and 

implementing creative authentication mechanisms that use location information to improve access control 

systems. By researching the feasibility and usefulness of these strategies, the authors aim to address the 

potential benefits of location-based authentication, such as increased security and user experience. The study 

emphasizes incorporating location-aware features into access management frameworks to improve overall 

system security and reduce potential threats. Overall, the study provides useful insights into advances in 

location-based authentication techniques and their implications for access management in modern IT 

environments. 

Overall, the literature review highlights the growing acceptance of location-based access management as a 

viable approach to improving security and user experience in shared device settings. While obstacles in 

implementation and scalability persist, current research and technology breakthroughs pave the way for more 

effective and adaptive authentication techniques customized to the needs of modern enterprises. 
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Proposed Solution 

The proposed solution is to create a face detection machine learning model for employees in a given location. 

When joining, an employee is given a work address with company credentials, and the corporate database has 

knowledge of the employee's work location. In this solution, when a new employee joins for face registration, 

Unified Endpoint management (UEM) face detection module will fetch the information of all employees at that 

location and train a new model with the new employee's face information. Once the model is trained, it will be 

pushed down to all devices for the given location. Now, when a user starts using any of these shared devices in a 

specific location, the device application can authenticate the user. 

This graphical approach depicts a thorough diagram of a computer system, concentrating on the app registration 

procedure in an enterprise setting. The diagram depicts the interplay of several components, including the User 

Equipment Module (UEM), an Enterprise Active Directory (AD) Server, and a Model Database. It emphasizes 

crucial activities such as "POST: Face Registration" and "GET: User Details," which represent the data flow for 

registering a face and getting user information, respectively. The proposed solution precisely depicts the stages 

of updating the model database with photos, email addresses, employee identification numbers, location, and 

user validation. It describes the process of retraining the model for all users at a certain location and then storing 

the location model file. 

It also addresses the notification process for when the model is ready, as well as how to obtain the model file 

and recompile it on the device. The technical architecture includes comments and instructions for understanding 

the app registration procedure in a computer system. 

 

 
Figure 1: Sequence Diagram 

The sequence diagram is intended to be helpful, offering details about the backend procedures of app 

registration and model retraining in an enterprise setting. Its precise and technical presentation makes it an 

invaluable resource for comprehending the complexities of computer system processes such as user registration 

and authentication. 

Advantages  

• Offline biometric authentication in a shared device enterprise application.  

• The location-aware authentication model enables enterprises to provide localized biometric capabilities.  

• Extendable for second-factor authentication along with regular username and password.  

• Fully controlled by employees but managed by enterprises. 

 

Conclusion  

The use of facial authentication in mobile applications represents a possible route for improving security while 

maintaining user comfort. However, this undertaking presents various hurdles, particularly regarding machine 

learning model size and authentication reliability in various workplace situations. The massive amount of data 

necessary for facial identification models, particularly in enterprises with big workforces, creates substantial 
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logistical challenges for OTA downloads to mobile devices. Furthermore, real-time authentication may be 

jeopardized in circumstances involving shared devices or places with unstable network connectivity. To solve 

these issues, a proposed solution uses location-based authentication models, which adjust machine learning 

models to specific workplace settings. Organizations can improve authentication processes and reduce the need 

for massive OTA downloads by training models using location-specific employee face data. 

This system has various advantages, including offline biometric authentication, customized biometric 

capabilities tailored to each business, and expanding authentication methods beyond facial recognition. In 

essence, the proposed method offers a realistic road forward for enterprises looking to adopt facial identification 

in mobile applications by striking a balance between security, scalability, and user experience. By adopting new 

solutions and adjusting to the changing landscape of mobile security, enterprises may efficiently protect 

sensitive data while giving employees seamless access to essential resources. 
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